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once you get the file to run the emulator, you can put a g3disk into your rfg3 folder, it will be read by the
emulator,and the simulator will recognize it as a rfg3 disk.you don't have to use rfg3 disks.. you can use any g3

diskyou like. you can even use a g3 disk from another simulator. i usedto use a software g3 disk made by another
manufacturer, buti couldn't get it to work with the g5 dongle emulator, because theemulator only reads rfg3

disks.you may also want to look at the manual that comes with theemulator. it has a section on using other g3
disks. it's in thedocument folder with the emulator. in order to use phoenix you will need a dongle. these are
widely available in ebay, search for 22 in 1 simulator and look for phoenixrc compatible dongle with suitable

adapter cables to your radio. or make it wireless connecting a receiver to it, receiver can be powered with usb.
yes, an rfg5 interlink emulator exists. what it does is makes ajoystick device (be it a joystick, joypad, r/c controller
with a usbor gameport connection, etc.) visible by the computer also look justlike a rfg5 interlink controller, so rfg5

will use it.it really has two purposes.. 1) allow people to use controllersother than their interlink controller with
rfg5, and 2) as a crack'for rfg5, so copies can be used by those who don't own the interlinkcontroller at all.the rfg5
(and the rfg3) use an usbcontroller that works well as a joystick for xbox, gamepadcontrollers, etc. it can be used
with a wide variety ofcontrollers. it can even be used with a xbox controller and beused for games as a joystick, it
works well for that.if you buy one of these controllers at radioshack or any other bigretailer (or even ebay) you are

going to need a usbconverter to make it work with a computer.a converter can be bought here:>to use it in
phoenix you need to follow the instructions forsetting up xbox controllers with phoenix. the xbox controller isthe
device called 'emulator joystick 1' and it is set to emulatea joystick by default. you can also change it to emulate

ajoystick pad, joypad or wheel. in this case you would need to set the joystick emulation to 'joypad' or 'joypad2' or
'joypad3' orwhatever.if you buy a controller with a usb converter you are going to need toset up the controller to
work with a serial port, which will not bedone automatically by phoenix. in order to set up the controller forserial
communication you need to follow these instructions:>there are two key pieces of information you need to know

aboutthe rfg5. first is the number of lines you need for communicationwith the dongle. if you are using a usb
converter this number canbe found in the user manual under the section entitled 'softwareconfigurations'. if you

are using a joystick this number canbe found in the setup menu.
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I've been using RealFlight since the version 2.1. I was a beta tester before the public release and I
was allowed to be a beta tester. Since there's no money to run a beta test I wasn't able to help the

development. I want to use my RealFlight and teach my children to fly, and I want to buy the
professional version of RealFlight only (http://www.realflightsim.com/), I want to learn to fly

with RealFlight only because I love that software. there are millions of hobbyist realflight users, many
of them are doing a lot of good work with the simulator, but there are also a lot of grumpy

people. I'm a grumpy person who also like realFlight and I'm using the software in good faith to take
my kids flying. The first requirement is to download the file from this page and run it on a PC with

2Ghz CPU, 512 MB RAM and on a version of Windows installed by my pc company. Despite the fact
that there is a license that implies to be a beta tester for RealFlight, I swear that the download from
this page is the most official download available for an academic purpose, but only if run in a test
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environment. To get your old Interlink controller functioning on your G3 you will need touninstall the
dongle emulator, use a free (and legal) PS3 firmware and not load your old Interlink controller.If you
do it right, the Interlink controller will behave just like theoriginal controller you were using on your
G3. As long as the original firmware will handle the controllerwithout any speed issues, the player
will be able to play games like RFG3.This method will also allow you to use the RFG3 builtin joypad
and somecontrollers like the RFG3TX (not support for joystick at the moment)= unless you use a

compatible adaptor to use it. 5ec8ef588b
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